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Resonance tests on a duml moAe1 delta wing are used as abasis
for flutter
cdLculations
to detemme the effect on the flutter
characFonlrara
tenstics
02 dmige; a-i structural
inertias
and stdfnesses.
movement of the mertla
ax3.s ana lncreasea stiffness
of the xing spars
are shown to be ~~arately
benefiual.
TIE calculated flutter
speeds are compared with flutter
speeds
given by formulae derived fmm earlier
flutter
tests on model delta
There is
wmga m the mnd tunnei ard on ground latched
rockets.
qualrtatlve
agreement on the effects of the structural
changes, but
Possible
the absolute values of flutter
speed d.zffer appreaably.
explanations for ?;he difYe?.wzes are discussed.
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Introduction

The effects of variation
of inertias
and stiffnesses
on the nxmel
modes of a delta vvlng have been inwstigated
by resonance testing a aural
The model, which represented only the structurkit pnqer%-es
model wing:.
muld not be flutter
tested, but calculations
of a typicel
delta aircraft,
have beenmade, based on the measured modes, to investigate
the effects
of changes in inertia
and stiffness
on the flutter
characteristics.
The effect
This note gives the results of the flutter
cslculations.
of inertia
vsnations
on the resonance modes was originally
investigated
Some of Gaukroger's measurements Were later repeated by
by Gaukroger2.
Webbl, do also extended the measursmcnts to cover the effect of replacing
the original
spars by tw alternative
sets of stiffer
spars.
The results
for ',he stiffest
set of spars have not been used as they were not considered
to be eufficiently
accurate;
it was thought that, for frequencies
&eve
60 O.P.S., a true mode was n3 being obtained beccuse of undue flexibility
at the fuselage rib.
In the oalcclations
use has been msde of the seredynanic
calculated by Woodcock for a delta wing3, snd their qplication
vsrious modes is shmn.

derivatives
to the

This investigation
is compared with two earlier investxgations
which
had the sane object but employed different
means, namely, the direct determination of the effects of structural
chsqes on the flu ter of model delta
wings in the wrnd tunnel4 and on ground laun&ed rockets ti .
The rescnence
model delta was lsrger end more representative
of a full
scale structure,
but on the other hand calculation
of the flutter
characteristics
is of
course less relisble
thsn actual flutter
tests.
The general conclusion which csn be drawn from this comparison is
that there is satisfactory
qualitative
agreement between flutter
test
M unusudl feature is hoover,
that the flutter
end calculation
results.
'est results
give lower critical
fiuttespeeds than the cslculated;
some
possible reasons for this are disoussed later in the note.
2

LSxperimental. data

2.1

Description

of model

The model was made of durel and represented a tailless
cropped delta
Fig. 1 shows the model
of appmzumately 11 ft span and 5 ft root chord.
The structure w&s supported internally
by
end its relevant jlmensions.
five ribs on each side running in a chordvase direction.
The fuselage was
represented by the hollow centre piece of constant cross-section,
between
the two inner nbs of each vvlng.
In the design of the model, the aim was to achieve flexural
snd
torsional
vdng stiffness
distributions
that were representative
of full
scale.
The oversll
vdlue of the stiffness
ratio fxmiLly used was, with
the onginsl
set of spars fitted.
Flexural
Torsional

stiffness+,
stiffness

%

= 2.5 measured at 0.7 span

Considerable flexural
stiffness
was provided by the skin itself,
wfuch
included that providedby
the stringers
in full scale design.
The
leading and trailing
edges of the wing may be considered es spars, so
that the constnxtion
was normal except that the two spars were further
epart than they would be in practice.
3.

The model was supported at points at the nose snd tail of the
Excitation was by meansof an inertia exciter which oould be
fuselege.
attached at various points on the fuselage.
2.2

Method of variation

of structural

paremeters

Woodenblocks were fitted internslly in the fuselage and their
positions could be adjusted to give sny desired overell c.g. position
without effecting the total mass; these blocks also formed. convenient
attachxnent points for the exuter.
Wing masses sere represented by
lead strips fitted along the four outboard ribs of each wing to the
top snd bottom stiaces, and inertia &.s position was varied by ChaTlging
the positions of these strips,
Stiffness variations were effected by
changing the spars.
2.3

Calculation

of strztursl

inertia

coefficients

The inertia of the model VIESrepnsented by a system of messes
placed at various points on the v&g end fuselage (Fig. 1).
These
point mass positicns had previously been calculated to give the correct,
overall c-g. position and inertia axis.
Nodsl lines for the perticulsrmhdes obtaxned for three inertia
and stiffness confignxtions
are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Their
qplication
+o the determination of tne inertia coefficients wes es
follows.
The reference ~2s was token at the mid &or3 and the
reference section that of the 5th lib which Is distant 8 say,frza
the centre line.
This choice of reference axis w&i con&ient &en
detetining
the aerodynamic coefficients,
because Woodcock's derivatives
were referred to this &s.
Then if f,(n) represents the downwsrd displacement of the reference
axis in the zth mode and Fi(i(TI) the nose up twist about this axis in the
sws mode, the structural inertia coefficients are given in the usual
manner by
A,, = Zj niC* Pr2 t 2mx6f&.+ mx2Fr2j

Ars = e{mt2 f,f,

+ mx4 (frFs + P$,)

+ mx2 FrPsf

where m is any point mass.
xis

its

distance aft ofthemid-chord

sxis

mx is its mass moment about the reference axis
mx2 is itsmoment of inertia
3

Theoretical Aetiynamic

3.1

Detetination

&out the reference axis
Data

of Aerodynanic coefficients

In Wcodoocksnotation3 the serodyn~c
of motion are defined to be

coefficients

crs = (%)r-

+ (8Q)r-

-I- (Za)rs * &)rs

brs = hJrs + (zi)rs + (Ai)m + hd,,
4.

in the equations

where the semdynmic
inertiss
functions Z sndA are defined

are includedin
as

the stiffness

terns.

The

dotted derivative
snd
A; etc are of the same fom but depend on
In the present case
are multiplied
inside the mtegal
by the fs&or
2 .
(3
the reference section is taken at the fifth
rib and the limits
of integraThe equivalent
constant derivatives,
tion we arrespon&ngly
modified.
depend on a
which are monstsnt over the spsn, for use in these functions
set of knom equivalent
mns+nt
derivatives
associated with a set of
arbitrary
modes of the type f,(q) = \?I', Pi(q) = JqJ L nk,ere i has integr2J.
velues fmm 0 ta 4.
The mid chord flexure and torsion modes are represented
a~ linear functions
of these axbitrsxy
modes end are used in this form to
determine the semdynemc derivatives.
In the present wrk a frequency
parsmter,
bssed on the msn chord, of 0.2b was assumed when evaluating
the denvatlves.
T~-us WLSin fairly gooa agreement with the vslue of
0.11
and 0.15 obtsaned on solution of the flutter
equations.
the

3.2

Zh,

&p&cation

of Dem.vat~

Wcodccck~s derivatives3
were cslculated
for a cropped delta of smect
ratio 3 with lesdmg edge sweepback of 45' whereas m the psrtiailarmohel
delta under consideration
the aspect ratio is 3.5 and the sweepback also
450.
Despite the sorrzwhat higher aspect ratio,
It is unlikely
that the
results y&l1 be ser-ously affected smce the aerodynmid coefficients
have
been detenolned by using the eq~vsleni.
constant derivatives
as suggested
by Woodcock.
A further point of difference
betmen theory sndpraciace
is that the Pesoname model delta 1s cropped at the apex of the delta
This is not likely
to affect the lift
distribution
or the centre of
presswe position
mrkedly,
and the effect on the aemdynmic
coeffrdents
has been ignored.
In csloulstmg
the derivatives
Woodcock cons~daered only tm chordwise
collocation
points m that the effect of chordwise distortion
was not
allowed for.
1~ the praCticd
modes obtamed however, appreciable chordwse tistortionis
associated wxth all the torsion modes, mcstly over the
inboard portions of the wing (Fig. 5).
Thus dzmtortion has been ignored
by tsking the chordwise strips to be ngd;
thus the vertical
displsmrents of points on such a strip have ken mgesented
by Seining the
leading and tr&ling
edge displacements by a strai&t
line.
In fact it
seems likely
that such distortion
eight affect the aerodynamic characteristics
,sppreciably snd if it -wwe taken into account by spplyingW.P.Jones's
method5 with thret. or more collocation
poxnts, might have a considerable
effect on the cntlcdl
soeeas.
4

Cslculat~ons

and Results

Case 1

Original spars and standard m&a
oom3itioni.e.
at 5C$ mot chord,mertiaaxm
at 5@0dmmi.

Case 2

Originsl

Case 3

Stifferspars,stand~i~rtiacondition.

spas,

inertia

ovm%ll e.g.

axis at Wb chord.

The sna~ysls for atypicsl
case (Case 2) is as PolZows. The nolnnal.
translation along the mid chord axis szd incidence of fore end aft sections
of the fbndsre-ntal mode at lb8 c.p.s. esn be represented by the dmplawnient functions
f, = -0.6155 + 2.9423

- 15.1128Q2 + 30.0724~1~ - -16.2871~4
- 73.6865'13 + 47.2374d

F, = 1.2931 - 7.390% * 37.707m2
sxd simlsrly

for the torsion mode at 63.2 C.P.S.

f2 = 1.5871 + 20.3591q - 133.836@12 + 219.3898r13 - 106.4989?
F2 = 6,4871 - 71.9149q + 283.0323n2 - 514.804m3

+ 261.556a4

The coefficients in these equations sre then used in conjunction with
the equivalent enstsnt derivatives for the knomn set of modes of type ]?I\ n
to detemnne a set ti denvatives.
This lesds to the folloxi,ng set of
eerodynamic coefficients.
C=

1: 0.05694
1.3916

The stxuctursl. i?erties are worked out es described in section 2.3
and in the non-dimensional form are given by
:2.5369

-7.8581

i-1.8581

470.3870

a=
I-

The elastic

matrix x.s derived fmm theinetias

e = ell

where

el,

=

"Ii

01
v2

snd frequencies as

2 cm2
mdr=%

"2
all

2

09

No variable war; taken m the cslculations snd the solutionwas
obtained directly for speed and.frequency parameter.
Aqything con-espending to aphysical change, such as massesplaced on the v&g to
represent various fuel tank conditions,. wuld be expected to affect the
modes obtsined and the axresponding
flutter
speeds accordingly.
4.2

Crthogonslity

of the &des

The reference axis for defining the position 3f the pointmessas on
the wing was chosen as the line passing through the overall c.g. poeition.
The products of inertia of the modes16thpitch
about the c.g. sre
reasonably small in most oases. As examples, tw, of the cases ox&&&i
sire quoted.
Case 2.
The products of rnertia between pitch and each of the
f'mdmentsl and torsionmodes are rnnsllsndthe crossinertiab&wm~
thesetwamodesis
also smell.
6.

The product of inertia
between patch and the fundamental
Case 3.
Ths wuld seem to x+Bcate that a true
mode is of the order of 2%.
The cmss inertiabetween
fundanonnd mode had not been measund.
mental end torsion modes here 1s large and of the order of 7%.
4-3

Results

The critical
dimensions given,
from the formulae
obtained.
Case

1.

should ldedlly

speeds obtaned relate &rectly
to a model of the
but some cmqmrison with other results can be obtaned
The follow ing x-e the results
mentioned later.

V, = 4,106 ft/sec,
y = 0.11;
be zero, is neglected thenV,

Case 2.

v, = 4,547 ft/sec,

Case 3.

No solution

xi the cross mertia,
which
= 4,284 f't/sec,
v = 0.10.

y = 0.15.

for V, i.e.

TIO flutter

1s obtained

in this

case.

In cases I ;nd 3 there are large cmss xnertias present, and the
flutter
speed might be e~cted
to be sensitive
to this factor.
In Pa&
however, when the cluss-znertlr?
was put equal to zero in Case 1, a
relatively
small 7ncna.w In V, was obtaned.
The cmss inertlain
Case 2 1s however, already small.
There 1s sn elemert of uncertrdnty
abcut the aemdymmis coefficients
used x.n the calculations.
The reppresentation of the actual,set
of tid
$ord modes obtained in terms of the arbitrary
set of modes fi(17) and
"i(q)
for lntegrjl
values of i 19 not accurate in all cases.
A better
set of results mi@t be obtolned xf the method were extended for lager
vslues of i.
It is tiffioult
to assess the change &ch
any such
modiif~cat~on rmght bring about In the final
results.
4.4

Cor~orlson

vath Wind TunwLKesults

In hs report on the iand tunnel tests of a delta wing 4, Gaukmger
correlates
his results with the torsaxal
stiffness
reqmrements of
h.P.970 by plotting
values of the stiffness
parmeter
involved against
various ratms of fuselage to vang moment of inertia
for several inertia
axis positrons.
An estimate of flutter
speed can be obtclned for any
delta of ~ymtimately
the siimt: planfonn using known values of tarsional
stiffness
and wing dimensions.
Ths method has been applied to the
resonance model delta.
The foxnwla

for

where Vo is the cntzcal

flutter

speed is

flutter

ng is the wing torsional

'
c

(1)

speed
stiffness

measured at 0.7s

(1 = 0.9s

k is the parameter for Which Gaukroger quotes experimental
results,
its ~nlue dtrpenting on the ratio of pitching
moments of inertia
of
fusel,ge and wmg (Se, F-ig. 7, Ref. 4).
Applxcation
following
results
Case 1.

of the formula

to the resonance model delta

k = 0.0148, V, = 3,296 ft/sec
7.

(me = 1,476,

gives the
[MO lb iradr&

Case

2.

k = 0.0140,

VC = 3,484

Case

3.

k =

Vo = 3,603 ft/seo

0.0148,

ft/seo

(q,

q

1,476,

800

lb

i&ad)

(me = 1,765, 200 lb in/rad)

The calculated results appear to be optimistic when compered with
those obtained fkom the Nind tunnel tests e.g. the calculated results show
that the critical
speed for the 4C$ inertia axis ease is lO.Th above that
for the stanw
inertia ease (Cases 2 end 1) whereas the wind tunnel test
formula
(I)
gives
a ccrrespondmg increase
of only 5.B;
the overall values
of the oslculatd results are also higher than those from the rend tunnel
tests.
The following points may be considered u1 assessing the relative
values d the two sets of results.
(i)
As stat& before, the rescmsnce model delta wss considered to
be more representative of a full scale structure than the single spar model
used to investigate similar mertla. variations in the wind tunnel.
Some
difference in the results may therefore be we to the differences in
structure.
(2)
A furlher difference in the two mcdels is that the ratio of
flexural to torsiond stiffness Or the mind tunnel delta wea 6:l whereas
that of the resonance model was 2.5:1.
This may account for the lower
speeds given by the mid tunnel results.
in the flutter calculations no account has been taken of any
(3)
body freedarm vddch the model might have in flight exxepP;;thwe which are
implicit in the fun&mental sndtorsxmmcdes considered.
The wind tunnel.
test model ws~ allowed body freedoms in pitch ed. vertwd
translation so
that strictly
the results for the res-ce
delta obtained from the third
The
tunnel formula (1) are not cam@le
tith the adoubted values.
values cd' the parameter k for the three res-ce
model oases, however,
do not vary much (belxieen -0.5& and -3$) from ihose obtsined by Gnukroger4
henoe, it is unlikely that eny
for the oorrespcmding fixed root oorditiQls;
ma.Jorpart of the discrepancy 111the results osn be aooountecl for by the
neglect of the body freedoms in the oaloulations.
(4)
MOreliable xd'ornatinn about the hi&er frequency modes of the
resonance model, particularly
the first overtone torsion mode, was available,
and as has been noted zn sectxn 4.1, it vas hoped that the binary flutter
calculations mould gave the relative critloal
qpee& suffioientlv
accurately.
It is possible, however, that the wclusion of this mode in the oalculsticms
oatld reduce the critioal
speeds, vlhich would then be in closer agreement
with those predlated from formula (1).
The fact that nc solution was obtained for critical
s eed in the case
of the stiffer spars d standard inertia condition (Case 3P could be due
to the fact that the nodal line in the fundamental mode is further outboard
thsnin the other cases (see Fig. 4) end the coupling between the mdes is
consequently
redwed.
This particular
result mi&t be sltered by the
introduction
of further modes and bcdy freedoms.
4.5

Compaix~~ with rocket results
-

From flutter text on delta wings using gromd lauuohed rockets,
Molyneux and Ruddlesden% suggest the following formula for determining
the flutter
speed of a delta wzng
(0.9-0.33k)

(0.77+ =-)
P
0.78

where the symbols aredefined

(g - 0.1)

inRef.
8.

6.

(0.95++-)
=

se?% (A-g)

(2)

(I

-

The value of V is then mods.f'i~ by a Mach number correction
flutter
speed.
16, GOSA) 3, gi ve the required

factor

0.156

Since the calxlatims
on the resonance model delta used derivatives
for 3ncanpressible
flow9 the only valid comparison to be made between the
rocket test and calculated values 1s that between V, and the calculated
speeds.
The values of VI from the fornxala (2) for the three re~cmsnce
model cases are as follovm
Wind Tunnel Tests
Formula (1)

Rocket tests
Formula (2)
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

v, = 3cml
VI = @al
VI = 3352

ft/seo
ft/.seo
ftjseo

= 3296

ft/seo

: :g

Ejsec

SW

Calculation
= 4,106
rLdsea
= 4,547
f-k/sea
=
OD

The 4% inertia
axis o~w? (Case 2) showy an lnorease of 33'/3$ in
Plutter
speed over th: stendnrd inwtia
ease (Case I) as compared with
The case I value conpares favourably
IO.% from the oalculat&
values.
w-~th the xinu tunnel test value but not with calculation,
whilst
the case
2 value is mid-way between the waltzes predicted from the mind tunnel tests
snd calculation.
The increase in the flu&w
speed due to the stiffer
s--S
(Cases 1 and 3) 1s less than that due to forward movement of the inertia
3~~s (Cases I md 2),
a. reversal OP the comespondlng effects shown by the
other two sets of values.
The
The reasons for these dif'fere~es
are not precisely
knovm.
rocket test results covered a wide variation
in stilfness
ratio SO thzt
Some dlffe;-ence mg
this factor has been alloned for in the formula (2).
result from the fact that the rocket rungs are of different
construction
fran the vnn3. tunnel and resonance mdels.
A better comparison can be obtained if the inertia
axis term
This gives the
l/k
- 0.1) in formula (2) is replaoei by 3.19 (1.4-g).
same value for VI at g = 0.42 but low
values of g < 0.42 .snd higher values
With tnis modification
the flutter
speeds for the resonance
for g > 0.42.
model by formula (2) would be
Case 1.

'T = 3445

Case 2.
case 3.

V = 3828 ft/seo.
V = 3049

e/sea.
ft/seo.

'The 4@ irzhia
axis
case then gives a flutter
speed Il.@
over the
basic osse, similrs
to the cdculxted
results,
although here again the
absolute calculated
values are still
higher.
The general agreement with
the calculated
and tin3 tunnel test values is much better, however, and
from this particular
mnvestigation
the suggested modzfication
to formula
(2) would be desirable.
5

Conclusions

The design
speed of a delta
or by inxeasing
are confirmed by

irriplicatiorx
of the unrestigatron
are that the flutter
rmng till
be lnoreased by moving the inertia
axis forward
the sttifness
of the Spars.
These general conolusicn
the results of other investigations
in the wind tunnel 5

used for the wind tunnel investigation
had a much higher stiffness
ratio
(flexure to torsion)
than the resonance model, and secondly that tne models
used in both the wind tunnel and the rocket investigations
were of muon
simpler construction
than the resonance model. The effect of nigher
frequency modes has been neglected in the calculations
and it is possible
that, if these were accurately known and could consequently be taken into
account in the calculations,
the flutter
speeds would compare much more
favourably
in absolute value with those predicted using the formulae (1)
It is unlikely
that any major part of the discrepancy in the
and (2).
results can be accounted for by the neglect of tne body freedoms in the
calculations.
It is considered also that the discrepancies
are probably partly
due to the neglect, in the calculation
of the aerodynamic coefficients
in the present investigation,
of the chordwise distortion
in the measured
modes of the resonance model.
The assumption of a linear displasement
mode between leading and trailing
edges is questionable,
and a possibly
better approximation would be to take the tangent line at the threequarter chord position.
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